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FROM:

Edward A. Greenhalgh
1603-75 York st.,
Kitchener, Ontario,
Canada, N2G 1T5
tel.(519)-579-8320
20 October 2010
TO: President Barack Obama
President of the United States of America
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington,D.C. 20500
tel.,202-456-1414
Title: PROSPERITY vs. DISASTER:
[Air and Water Lethal to Man]
A Good Choice and Realistic
Possibility in Return for
Justice and Accountability
Direct relevance to World Climate Change
The Chinese watch for strong leaders,so what will the
world say about anyone who claims to support human rights but will
condone blacklisting and suppression? What would MLK?
***Public Domain/Internet***
Dear President Barack Obama:
Part of the reason you are in
receipt of this material is your belief in Martin Luther King Jr. , and
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social justice .Dr. King did not believe that there was a limit to when
justice could be served , and if a cause is just then it should be
heard : especially when corruption can be proven .Besides
exposing corruption and evil, I wish also to bring something good
and useful to the world; and as someone else (to whom you have
been compared )once said,and I paraphrase,”ask not what the
world can do for you , but what you can do for the world.”Isn't this
the common ground we can meet on , and doesn't it fit in with your
public message of service?
You said, regarding the Gulf Oil Crisis that the people of the South
Coast have been through tough times before, but this time their
lives will never be the same again!!! Dear President Obama, look
how hard it was to contain the oil spill, now imagine if that had been
5 to 10 new emerging diseases that were air and water borne and
man had no immunity? If you do not listen, no one may have a life
even. The present financial crisis is hiding a more serious problem
that your adviser, former VP Al Gore will tell you is Global Warming,
but I state that mankind has less than 50 years before extinction
due new emerging diseases for which there are no immunity . Noam
Chomsky (Kyoto winner etc.) has commented that my theories may
be of phenomenal importance to mankind. The former Surgeon
General to President Bill Clinton, Dr. Jocelyn Elders has regretted
my treatment. Plus other prominent people have commented in my
favour, but they could not overcome the blacklisting of corrupt
businessmen. Nonetheless, my theories could help you coordinate
with Russia, China and the EU to direct financial resources to
prevent the new diseases and help develop energy security. This
would be a great way to help stimulate the world economies and
international stability. You and the other world leaders must see
yourselves as being in the position of 1650,--16 years before the
Black Death would strike Europe killing millions. You will ask to
commit your resources to preventing a tragedy all the while
developing secure energy resources. The people of 1600 century
Europe could not work together and widen streets nor improve
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sanitation,so they died by the thousands: CAN WE IN THE 21st
CENTURY DO BETTER?I believe this alone is a valid reason for
approaching you and asking for help. And remember those who
warned of possible oil drilling disasters in the Gulf before it
happened; can you afford not to help?
Good people often must overcome the malice of bad people ,
and now the exposure of their corruption serves to prove my case to
you; and like Dr. King I have remained non-violent and committed in
the face of great hardships while seeking justice. The public is all
too aware of the harm caused by corrupt business practises as seen
from ENRON to Madoff and the Wallstreet Bailout to the
endangerment of lives from contaminated foods, the latest being
salmonella/listeria : in peanut butter and snack foods and in meats:
all have tried to escape accountability and responsibility and often
the federal government has helped them to do just that. The
businessmen with whom I have dealt are so powerful and influential
that they caused US federal personnel to lie in writing and obstruct
justice in order to cover up their wrongdoings. Personnel under the
DOJ and PHS : are you going to stand for this kind of injustice and
corruption?Given your present stance on the CIA torture inquiry
you appear to be a strong leader of strong principles and integrity.
And , as of Christmas 2009 and the failed airliner bombing by the
young Nigerian terrorist who had been flagged by many people to
US officials , only to be allowed on a plane, it was only by dumb luck
or the Grace of God that no one died. And you said this was
unacceptable,well, sir, I am approaching you with more failures to
enforce federal regulations and laws that were meant to protect the
American public. And , so,there is the allegation that business
interests at the University of Waterloo/RIM:Research in Motion(the
Black berry)/a Director with Com Dev, contributed money ,either
directly , or indirectly through a foundation, to former President Bill
Clinton; and then the question must be raised did this influence
buying cause the obstruction of justice at the DOJ/PHS covering up
the fraud ? Serious allegations demanding public review. And then
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the question must also be raised,do the past contributions by these
alleged parties also buy obligations from Secretary of State , Hilary
Rodham-Clinton today? And there are no statutes of limitations for
federal fraud committed against the Government of the United
States. Are you, President Obama, your own man , standing up for
the principles of justice and will you see that right is done ? Are the
private business interests of Canadian businessmen more powerful
than the CIA's? Can President Obama be bought by special interest
lobbyists? With the Christmas 2009 near bombing of the airliner
you said that the system needed to be fixed; well sir, the system has
been broken for a long time , and now is the time for accountability
from people who deliberately give false assurances so to enjoy
personal gain. The same type of assurances given saying ALL
precautions had been made in the Gulf for safe drilling offshore!!!
Present day the public can see with the 77 million dollar OSC
fines of RIM (Research in Motion) that their personnel, and those
associated with the University of Waterloo have been PROVEN to be
corrupt and quite capable of (back to 1996) conspiring to commit
wrongdoing expressly for personal agendas and gain(and the SEC
has fined these people also). Some people have wondered that
these fines were given so to avoid actual criminal investigations
(special deals for special friends). Specifically, Douglas Wright
(Com Dev)former President of ,and President Emeritus of the
University of Waterloo, and MENTOR to Michael Laziridis RIM CEO
and Chancellor of the University of Waterloo, has been fined and
removed from the Board of Directors for wrongdoing as far back as
1996: A VERY IMPORTANT PRECEDENT! Supporting my serious
allegations of wrongdoing and conspiratorial cover up to obstruct
justice. Forbes lists Douglas Wright as a multimillionaire on the
boards of directors of companies in the US, Canada, and the UK. And
Douglas Wright is now (in writing) a proven liar and cheat who
gives deliberate SIGNED FALSE ASSURANCES for his personal
agendas , gain and hubris. And he gave deliberately FALSE SIGNED
ASSURANCES for US federal funds to PHS/NIH!He committed felony
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fraud and subsequently suppressed scientific research that the
programs he cheated of funds were designed to promote. He
cheated the taxpayers of money and advancements while
corrupting federal programs and personnel. Why did the Wallstreet
collapse and the Madoff ponzi scheme occur? Because of men like
Douglas Wright!You can see the opposition I've had to face has
been formidable. And you can also see that I'm NO QUITTER !
President Obama in recent testimony,Goldman Sachs had to
admit that they sold paper to investors in which they describe the
paper as “Sh###y” : they knew they were selling product of no real
value. The Justice Department is using that concept as the basis for
a fraud charge. Please note, sir , that the research at the University of
Waterloo is described in official government documents as so bad it
is “SH##!”.And the Administrators , specifically,Douglas Wright ,
knew this and went ahead and applied for U.S. Federal funding. This,
too , is fraud. However, what is worst, they blocked scientific ideas
which could benefit society and brought down health care costs.
Even worst, they are blocking new research concerning
environmental damage which has the potential to effect man's very
survival. They are endangering everyone with their fraud. Are you
going to treat them according to their criminal actions, or protect
them?
Legal Precedent : 4 August 2010 President Obama restores rank of
Vietnam General John D. Lavelle who was forced to retire as a two
star general not a four star which he was because former President
Nixon had withheld and hid classified material which would have
cleared his name. I present you with evidence of secret government
documents which prove my allegations. The difference between
myself, and the General, he is dead and unable to benefit from the
vindication, whereas I can continue the research which some
respected scientists have already said it could be of PHENOMENAL
importance to mankind. It will immensely benefit the people of the
United States so you should wish to undo this wrong also.
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THE EVIDENCE POINTS TO A CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY AS
PER THE LEGAL DEFINITION : AND IT INVOLVED FEDERAL
AMERICAN OFFICIALS .
The public is demanding accountability of the corrupt
businessmen who have placed society in the mess it now finds itself.
I am asking you for your help to finish serious work that is beneficial
to mankind. Please review all the enclosed material supporting my
claims and allegations : they will be made public domain on my
website,www.cancerfraudbadbiotech.com so everyone may be
equally judged. I stand behind my actions and beliefs , and the fact
that history and the documented evidence serves as vindication. I
can not continue the work without the help of good people to
overcome the corruption. I hope you are such a good person.

Thank you,

Edward A. Greenhalgh

Point of research: do you care if a new type flu/ disease emerged
causing hemorrhage of the lungs and there was NO immunity for
the human race from it? No vaccine? How would this affect your
children? No one would want to watch their children die; so don't
you think we should do everything possible to prevent such a bad
future from happening? Act now while we still can?
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